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Rebecca Rusch Adds Two New Categories to Annual Rebecca’s Private Idaho Race

Non-Binary/FTW and Para-Cyclist Categories Added;
Event to Raise Awareness of Idaho’s Indigenous History

Sun Valley, Idaho (August 2, 2021) — Today, Rebecca Rusch and the Be Good™ Foundation
announced a number of important changes to the annual Rebecca’s Private Idaho (RPI) event,
one of the world’s largest and most celebrated gravel cycling races, set to take place September
1-5, 2021. Participating cyclists will now be able to race in two new categories: Non-Binary/FTW
(Femme, Trans, Women) and Para-Cyclist. The event will also raise awareness of the rich
Indigenous history that touches the Idaho landscape.

Rebecca Rusch, adventure athlete, 7x world champion, Emmy winner, best-selling author, and
activist, said: “I’m very excited and committed to these important changes to the 2021
Rebecca’s Private Idaho cycling race. For the past nine years, our grounding navigational tools
have been people, place, and purpose, and they have never been more powerful. By adding
new racing categories for Non-Binary/FTW (Femme, Trans, Women) and Para-Cyclist
participants, we are working towards a more inclusive future in the cycling community, and
across the world. And by making changes to event maps, signs and landmarks, we are raising
awareness of the Shoshone-Bannock Tribes’ history that is indelibly woven into the Idaho
landscape. We are all teammates in the human race.”

The new Non-Binary/FTW (Femme, Trans, Women) and Para-Cyclist race categories will
ensure all cyclists can participate in a safe and supportive setting, with the same podium
recognition as other categories. Non-Binary/FTW is for people who identify outside the gender
binary, or for people who would prefer to race without a gendered classification. The
Para-Cyclist category is defined by the same eligible physical impairments set by the
International Paralympic Committee; you can read more about those here.

Many ways to participate
The RPI 2021 organizers are cognizant of the limitations to travel for many people wishing to
attend from across the country and the rest of the world. To address the issue of accessibility,
the RPI Remote category, which was first featured in RPI 2020 due to Covid-19, continues to be
available to participants. It is a powerful way to be a part of the RPI pack – allowing riders to
compete in a place that is special to them, with riders from all over the globe.

http://www.sbtribes.com/
https://www.paralympic.org/cycling/classification


RPI Media Contact:  Aerah Hardin aerah@rebeccarusch.com 501.282.1726

Official URL: www.RebeccasPrivateIdaho.com

Register: https://www.rebeccasprivateidaho.com/

Social Media: RPI Instagram: @rebeccasprivateidaho
RPI Facebook: Rebecca’s Private Idaho
Rebecca Rusch Instagram: @rebeccarusch
Rebecca Rusch Facebook: Rebecca Rusch

Official Hashtag: #RPIGavel
Secondary Hashtags: #JoinTheRusch & #BeGood

Photo Assets: HERE

RPI Logo Assets: HERE
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